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Abstract. As the number of simultaneously active groups increases, 
IP multicast suffers from scalability problem. In backhone networks, the 
state scalability problern is even more serious. In this paper, we propose a 
novel scheme, called AMBTS, which uses the concept of aggregated mul
ticast, and employs tree splitting before aggregating. We design an algo
rithm to divide the leaf nodes of backhone into different sub-groups, and 
then splitting the native multicast spanning tree. We propose a scheme to 
assign a set of aggregated multicast trees to deliver packets for a group. 
Analyses and simulations show that AMBTS can greatly improve state 
scalability: the number of aggregated trees is bounded in a small fixed 
number, and the multicast routing entries in transit nodes decreased 
dramatically. 

1 Introduction 

IP Multicast was first introduced inS. Deering's Ph.D. dissertation in 1988[1] and 
since then it has been an active area of research. However, the deployment of IP 
Multicast is limited and sparse due to a variety of technical and non-technical 
reasons. Among the issues which delay the deployment of IP multicast, state 
scalability is one of the most critical ones[2][3]. The state scalability concerns 
two aspects: scalability with regard to the number of receivers and scalability 
with regard to the number of simultaneously active multicast groups. In this 
paper, we only concern about the latter prob lern. 

In traditional IP multicast, every on-tree node must maintain a forwarding 
state for each group (or even per-groupjsource), which increases linearly with the 
number of groups. On the Internet, the size of the multicast groups is limited 
only by the available address space: 228for 1Pv4 and 2120 for 1Pv6. Growing 
number of forwarding states means not only more memory requirement but also 
slower forwarding process since the forwarding action of each packet involves an 
address looking up. Thus, multicast will suffer from scalability problems when 
the number of simultaneously active multicast groups is very large. 

In unicast, the hierarchical address allocation structure [4] can lead to sig
nificant reduction in the unicast forwarding table. Because the address prefixes 
reflect the physical proximity of the network nodes. However, in multicast one 
cannot make any assumption about the location of receivers of a group, it is 
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impossible to aggregate multicast forwarding table entries of different multicast 
groups. 

In recent years, researchers have proposed some techniques to solve the for
warding state scalability problem. We classify the different proposals into four 
categories. In the first category, the schemes aim at eliminating the forwarding 
states from the routers. Application layer multicast [5][6][7] belongs to this class. 
In these architectures, the complexity is pushed to the end points. A lot of obsta
cles that confronted by IP multicast can be conquered. But there are some other 
problems arise in those protocols: they are less efficient than IP multicast. In 
the second category, the forwarding states at non-branched routers are reduced 
[8][9]. These techniques mainly target networks with a large number of sparse 
groups. In the third category, researchers try to aggregate forwarding states in 
routers using the same techniques as unicast [lü](ll].These techniques depend 
heavily on multicast address allocation. In the last category, multiple different 
groups are forced to use the same deliver tree, so that the number of deliver trees 
and forwarding states in backhone can be reduced [12][13]. A.Fei and J.H.Cui 
et al. proposed an algorithm to assign aggregated trees to multicast groups[12] 
and extensive simulations proved that aggregated multicast was a promising di
rection for scalable transit domain multicast provisioning. However, if the size of 
groups is as different as possible and the receivers of groups spread as diffuse as 
possible, the basic aggregated multicast scheme can do little for states reduction. 
This phenomenon will be seen in the following sections. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an algo
rithm based on tree splitting for group-tree matching. Section 3 analyses the 
performance of AM (Aggregated Multicast) and AMBTS (Aggregated Multi
cast Basedon Tree Splitting). Section 4 provides extensive simulations to study 
the performance of AM and AMBTS. Section 5 concludes our work. 

2 A Scheme of Aggregated Multicast Based on Tree 
Splitting 

2.1 Overview of AMBTS 

To improve the state scalability of multicast in backhone domains, we propose 
a novel scheme of aggregated multicast based on tree splitting (AMBTS). The 
main idea is that we can classify the leaf nodes of t he backhone into different 
subgroups in advance. As a multicast group comes into the backbone, we can 
divide the leaf nodes of this group into different sub-trees following the dividing 
scheme defined beforehand. We assign an aggregated tree for each sub-tree, and 
then we can get a set of aggregated trees for the native multicast group tree. 

Every multicast group has a native multicast tree, which we denote as T0 (G) , 
the native multicast tree can cover the entire group receivers and never forward 
packets to those nodes without receivers. The native tree T0 ( G) can be calculated 
through some routing algorithm, such as PIM-SM [14]and CBT[15]. A splitting 
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of tree T0 ( G) can be defined as: 

c 

T0 (G) = LT~(G). (1) 
i=l 

Where, c is the number of portians that the leaf nodes of backhone have been 
divided. If a set of aggregated trees Ti, j = 1, 2, ... , c, are used to replace the 
group's native sub-trees T6 ( G) , j = 1, 2, ... , c, the cost of bandwidth can be 
defined as: 

~ . _ C(L;=l Ti)- C(To(G)) 
ö(G,f='rT1 )- C(To(G)) . (2) 

Where, C(T0 (G)) is the cost of tree T0 (G). In intuition, 8(c0 , T) reflects the per
centage of link overhead when we use aggregated sub-trees T6 (G) , j = 1, 2, ... , c 
to deliver packets for multicast group G. 

Fig. 1. vBNS backhone topology Fig. 2. A spanning tree rooted at node 0 

In order to compare the performance of AMBTS and AM, we do our analyses 
and simulations with a real network topology, vBNS IP backbone, illustrated in 
Fig. 1. In vBNS backbone, there are 16 core routers (they will not be terminal 
nodes for any multicast group) , and we assume each of these core routers is 
attached with an edge router. Thus, there are totally 32 routers in the target 
network. The 16 leaf routers can join any multicast session. So, the number of 
different spanning trees rooted at any core routers in backhone is 216 - 1. 

If we only allow perfect mat ch, as the number of simultaneously active groups 
increases, the number of aggregated t rees will be very large, even if we adopt tree 
aggregation. But, if we classify all the leaf nodes into different parts in advance, 
then the potentially number of trees that the backhone should maintain can 
be dramatically decreased . For example, if we classify t he leaf nodes rooted at a 
core rout er into 2 sub-groups, 8 leaf nodes in each group, the number of different 
spanning trees rooted at this core router can not exceed 2 ( 28 - 1). 

In conclusion, if we classify the leaf nodes into several groups beforehand 
and then aggregate the sub-trees based on the splitt ing scheme, we can get only 
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a small number of aggregated trees. The number of aggregated trees can be 
bounded in a small fixed number when the simultaneously active groups become 
very enormous in backbone. 

2.2 Classify Technique 

In the following section, we will introduce a technique to split the leaf nodes. Us
ing this technique, we will classify those leaf nodes into different sub-groups with 
similar size. It is not difficult to know that the number of different combinations 
of leaf nodes will be minimized if the size of each sub-group is equal. 

Fig. 2. shows a spanning tree T built by PIM-SM or other core-based mul
ticast routing protocol in a backhone network, the RP node is 0. There are 6 
core routers and 11leaf routers. We use the term aggregated sub-tree leaf nodes 
( Sj) at router j to denote the entire set of leaf nodes served by all routers in 
the sub-tree rooted at j in T. The number of such aggregate sub-tree leaves, 
Sj = rsj I is given by: 

kEchildren(j) 

Sk = 1, if k E leaf(T) . (3) 

For example, in Fig. 2., Sa =Sb= ... = Sj = sk = 1, BA= 2, Sß = 4, sc = 3, 
SD = 2, SE= 1, Sp = 2, So= 11. 

In this example, node 0 has 5 direct children, i.e. there are 5 sub-trees rooted 
at 0. We can set each of the 5 sub-trees into different sub-groups. If we classify 
the sub-trees into c sub-groups, the number of the different aggregated trees 
cannot exceed: 

c 

2_)2ni_1), nl+ ... +nc=n 
i=l 

ni is the number of leaf nodes in sub-group i. 

(4) 

The more parts we divide, the fewer trees we will maintain. On the other 
hand, the more parts that we divide, the more complexity that the RP node will 
involve. The reason is that each packet will encapsulate with different multicast 
address in RP node. 

2.3 Algorithm Description 

The deployment of aggregated multicast based on tree splitting includes two 
processes: foreclosing and group-tree matching. The foreclose process can be 
clone offline. We describe the two processes in detail. 

Foreclosing 

1. Calculate a native multicast tree T(ri) rooted at some core router ri. The 
spanning tree will cover all of the backhone leaf routers; 
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2. For each child node of ri in tree T(ri) , calculate the aggregated sub-tree 
leaves Sj, jE children(ri); 

3. Classify the leaf nodes into c sub-groups based on Sj, j E children(ri), the 
number of leaf nodes in each sub-group should be as similar as possible; 

4. Foreach potential root router r, repeat steps (1) to (3). After the foreclosing 
process, tree T(ri) is divided into c sub-trees: T 1 (ri), T 2h), ... , Tch). 

Group-Tree Matehing 

1. According to foreclosing, we split the native tree To(G) of group G into 
To(G) = 2::~= 1 Tj(G); 

2. Find an appropriate match for TJ(G), TJ(G), . .. , T0(G): for any sub-tree 
Tk that has the same root r in MTS(Multicast Tree Set), if leaf(Tk) 2 
leaf (T6 ( G)) , j = 1, 2, ... , c, choose the one that can minimize C (Tk) -
C(T6), j = 1, 2, ... , c, denoted as Tj_min, j = 1, 2, ... , c; 

3. Ifthere is not any sub-tree Tk rooted at r in MTS that can satisfy leaf(Tk) 2 
leaf(T6 (G)),j = 1, 2, ... , c, T6 (G) will be added to MTS; 

4. Calculate the bandwidth overhead: 

c C("'c T· · ) - C(T.o(G)) o(G "'""'T· . ) = Uj=l J-mm 

'~ 1_mm C(To(G)) (5) 

if o(G, 2::;=1 T1_min) > bth, bth is the allowed bandwidth overhead thresh
old, we will choose a sub-tree TLmin from Tj_min,j = 1,2, .. . ,c that can 
maximize o(Tj(G), TLmin)· Then let the native sub-tree Tj(G) be an aggre
gated tree, and add it to MT S, repeat step ( 4), until the set of sub-trees 
can satisfy 8( G, I:;=l Tj_min) :S bth. 

3 Performance Analysis of AMBTS 

3.1 Performance Metries 

There are two natural metrics to evaluate aggregated multicast: the number of 
aggregated trees and the number of forwarding states in transit nodes. 

N umher of aggregated trees. ( or "number of trees" for short) The number 
of aggregated trees is defined as I MT SI, where MTS is the current set of multi
cast trees maintained in backhone network. The more multicast trees, the more 
memory required and the more processing overhead involved. 

Forwarding states in transit nodes. (or "transit states" for short). Forward
ing states in terminal nodes can not be reduced in any multicast scheme, even in 
aggregated multicast. So we only measure the forwarding states in transit nodes. 
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3.2 Theoretical Analysis 

To assist analyses. We list some parameters in table 1. In this section, we com
pare the performance between AM and AMBTS. We use N AT to represent the 
potential number of different aggregated multicast trees if perfect match allowed 
only. N AT is a stochastic variable, we can calculate the mean of it: E(N AT). 

Table 1. List of parameters 

Parameters Represent 

the nurober of active groups 
n the nurober of leaf nodes 
m the number of RP routers 
c the nurober of divided portions of the backhone leaf nodes 
p session density 

bth bandwidth overhead threshold 
L the number of aggregated trees in MT S 
N the number of states in transit nodes 

In AM, E(N ATAM) can be calculated by formula (6): 

c 

E(NATAM) = mL C~pi(l- p)n-iE(n, i) 
i=l 

. [ (Ci - l) n' ] E(n,i) = C~ 1- C~ 

ni = lj(l- ~- p)n) X C~pi(l- p)n-i 

In AMBTS, E(NATAMBTs) can be calculated by formula (7): 

m Ck nk,j 

E(N ATAMBTS) = L L L c~k,jpi(l- p)nk,j - iE(nk,j, i) 
k=lj=l i=l 

Ck 

Lnk,i = n, k = 1,2, ... ,m 
i=l 

(6) 

(7) 

From formula (6)., it is clear that E(N ATAM) associate with the number of 
RP nodes, session density and the simultaneously active groups. We can simplify 
formula (6). as: 

E(NATAM) = f(l,m,p) (8) 
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From formula (7)., E(N ATAM BTS) associate with the number of RP nodes, 
session density, the simultaneously active groups and the number of portians 
that the spanning tree have been divided into. We can simplify formula (7). as: 

E(N ATAMBTS) = g(l , m,p, c) (9) 

Table 2. m=1, c=1 the relationship of E(NATAM) with land p 

p\ll500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 

0.1 71 119 161 197 230 363 560 720 855 973 
0.3 100 198 295 390 484 936 1772 2537 3247 3911 
0.5 100 200 300 400 499 994 1971 2934 3882 4815 
0.7 100 198 294 389 482 933 1767 2530 3238 3901 
0.9 61 102 138 171 200 318 493 635 757 864 

Table 3. m= 1, c=2 the relationship of E(NATAMBTs) with l and p 

p\ll500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 

0.1 54 76 92 104 112 144 184 206 222 236 
0.3 132 202 250 284 312 388 448 472 484 492 
0.5 168 280 356 406 440 500 510 510 510 510 
0.7 132 202 250 284 310 388 448 472 484 492 
0.9 48 70 84 96 104 134 172 196 212 224 

We calculate E(N AT) using formula (6). and (7) with different p, c, l and 
node B as RP node in Fig. 1. The result is shown in table 2. and 3. From these 
tables and formula (6).to(7). , we can see: 

1. With the increase of the active groups, E(N AT) increases; 
2. E(N AT) reaches maximum while p equals to 0.5. Asp gets away from 0.5, 

E(N AT) decreases; 
3. AMBTS superior to AM when l is a larger number; 
4. For any m, p and c, we can find a critical number lc, lc is the critical perfor

mance point of AM and AMBTS: 

f(l,m,p) < g(l,m,p,c) l < lc 
f(l,m,p) = g(l,m,p,c) l = lc 
f(l,m,p) > g(l,m,p,c) l > lc 

lc decrease as c increase if m and p unchanged. 

(10) 
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4 Simulations and Analysis 

Given the lack of large scale multicast experimental traces, we use the group 
model developed in [12]: the random node-weighted model. In this model, each 
node is assigned a weight representing the probability that the node belongs to a 
group. Then we can control the size of the group, in other words, we can control 
the session density [3]. We assume every node have the same probability to be in 
each group and change this probability to find out the relevance between session 
densities with the number of aggregated trees . 

. • 

!-

i: 
!-
j ... 

Fig. 3. L vs l, bth=O, c=2, m=l Fig. 4. L vs l, bth=O.l, c=2, m=l 

We design two set of experiments to compare PIM-SM and AM and AMBTS. 
In the first group, there is only one core router selected as RP node in backbone. 
In the second group, three core routers are used as RP nodes in order to achieve 
better load balancing. 

In the first set of experiments, the RP node is B, and the leaf routers in 
backhone are divided into 2 groups according to the foreclosing process presented 
in Sect.2., and the group-tree matehing algorithm introduced in Sect.2. is used. 
Correspondingly, the routing algorithm is PIM-SM like routing algorithm, which 
uses unidirectional shared tree. 

Fig. 3. shows the relevance of the number of aggregated trees with the simul
taneously active groups when we only allow perfect-match. We can see that in 
PIM-SM the number of trees is a linear function of the number of active groups. 
If we use the basic AM, the number of aggregated trees is quite different as the 
session density changes. In contrast, if we use AMBTS, although the number 
of aggregated trees increases with the session density, the range is limited. As 
the session density is 0.1 and the concurrent groups increase from 500 to 5000, 
the number of aggregated trees only increases from 104 to 224. The influence of 
session density is less than that in AM. When session density is 0.5 and active 
groups are 5000, there are 510 aggregated trees in backbone, which is just as 
analyzed before . 
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Fig. 4. compare the performance of AM and AMBTS when we allow pure
leaky match. Fig. 4. plots the relationship between the active groups and the 
aggregated trees when the bandwidth overhead threshold is 0.1. In this Fig., 
we can see that both AM and AMBTS can get more aggregation. In AM, when 
session density is 0.1 and the active groups are 5000, we can get 5.8% aggregation 
more than that in perfect-match. If the session density increases to 0.3, there 
are 4129 aggregated trees, decreased about 14.2% than that in perfect-match. 
In AMBTS, when session density is 0.1 and the number of active groups is 5000, 
we need to maintain 221 aggregated trees. When the session density increases to 
0.3, there are only 358 aggregated trees, decreased about 29.8% compared to the 
perfect-match. The similar result can be attained if we change the bandwidth 
overhead threshold. In a word, increasing the bandwidth overhead threshold can 
improve the ability of aggregation. 

" I . 

Fig. 5. N vs l, bth=O, c=2, m=l 
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Fig. 6. N vs l, bth=O.l, c=2, m=l 

Fig. 5. shows the relevance of the number of forwarding entries in core routers 
and the number of active groups when we only allow perfect-match. From this 
Fig. we can see that if we use the AMBTS, the number of forwarding entries 
in core routers is much less than that in AM. There are two reasons: first, in 
AMBTS, there are less aggregated trees; second, the leaf nodes in aggregated 
trees of AMBTS are less than that in aggregated trees of AM. For these two 
reasons, AMBTS is superior to AM in aspect of the number of forwarding entries 
in core routers. In Fig. 5., when session density is 0.3 and the number of active 
groups is 5000, there are 35202 forwarding entries in core routers if we use AM. 
In contrast, if we use AMBTS, the number of forwarding entries in core nodes 
is only 2988, it is only 8.5% of AM's. 

Fig. 6. compares the performance of AM with AMBTS in the number of 
forwarding entries in transit routers when we allow pure-leaky match. We obtain 
the similar trends with Fig. 5. The more we allow the bandwidth overhead, 
the less number of forwarding entries we should maintain in transit routers. 
The reason is that more and more groups can use the same aggregated tree. 
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Fig. 8. L vs l, bth=O, c=3, m=3 

Compare to AM, AMBTS can get even more aggregation. With the increase of 
simultaneously groups in backbone, the number of forwarding entries maintained 
in transit routers close to a smaller number, which is owing to the stability of 
the smaller number of aggregated trees. 

In the second set of experiments, there are three core routers E , H and 
N chosen as RP routers. When a multicast session starts up, its RP node is 
randomly chosen from the 3 RP routers. The leaf routers in backhone are divided 
into 2 or 3 groups. 

-
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Fig. 9. L vs l, bth=O, c=2 or 3, m= 3 Fig.lO. L vs l, bth=O.l or 0.2, c=2, m=3 

Fig. 7. shows the relevance of aggregated multicast trees with the number of 
active groups when the number of RP nodes great than 1. In this experiment, the 
leafrouters are divided into 2 groups. In this Fig., we can find that the limitation 
of AMBTS, the aggregated multicast trees may be small if the number of active 
groups is large, but there are possibly more aggregated trees than AM when 
the number of active groups in backhone is not large enough. For example, AM 
superior to AMBTS when l < 1200, p = 0.5, c = 2 and m = 3. If we increase 
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c, the critical point lc will decrease dramatically. In fig. 8., p = 0.5, c = 3 and 
m = 3, AMBTS is superior to AM as l exceeds 500. 

Fig. 9. shows the relevance between the number of divided portians with the 
number of aggregated trees. From this figure. we can see that increase the number 
of divided portians will decrease the number of aggregated trees in different group 
session density. When c = 2, m = 3, and the number of active groups is 5000 
there are 1636 aggregated trees. However, if c = 3, and the other parameters 
keep same, there are only 471 aggregated trees. Namely, in the second case, there 
are only 28.7% of trees need to maintain compare to the first case. 

Fig. 10. and Fig. 11. compares the performance of AMBTS that in different 
bandwidth overhead threshold when the number of RP routers is 3. The trends 
are similar to the result of the first set of experiments. The difference is that 
there are more aggregated trees and more transit states in each circumstance . 

I 
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Fig. 11. N vs l, bth = 0.1 or o.2, c=2, m=3 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a novel aggregated multicast scheme based on tree 
splitting, called AMBTS. This scheme can dramatically reduce the number of 
aggregated trees in backbone, and can take full advantage of aggregated multi
cast. In this paper, we design a tree splitting scheme, and a group-tree matehing 
algorithm based on tree splitting. Through theoretical analysis and extensive 
simulations, we compare AMBTS with traditional multicast scheme and the 
basic AM. The simulation results show that AMBTS can obtain much more 
reduction in the number of aggregated trees and the number of forwarding state 
in core routers than the basic AM can get. The number of aggregated trees in 
backhone can be bounded in a small fixed number and this number can be cal
culated in advance, no matter how many simultaneaus groups in the backbone. 
Thus, we can conclude that aggregated multicast based on tree splitting is a 
very promising scheme for transit domain multicast provision. 
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